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OBSERVATIONS ON VERREAUX'S EAGLE OWL Bubo lacteus (Temminck)

IN KENYA

By

L.H. Brown

This paper brings together scattered observations made in various
parts of Kenya between 1947 and 1964. Little seems to have been pub
lished on the behaviour and habits of this owl, so that these details
on breeding habits and food may be of value. The majority of the
observations were made at a breeding site in Karen, 13 miles from
Nairobi, in August-September 1963, but some observations were also
made in Embu district, and at scattered localities elsewhere in Kenya.

Verreaux's Eagle Owl is quite a common bird in Kenya, though not
often observed for long. It appears to be an inhabitant of forest
edges near open country, and is specially fond of strips of riverine
Acacia forest. In such localities its deep hoot proclaims its presence
soon after dark, and often by day as well. Pairs of the species are
nearly always to be found roosting close together, sometimes sitting on
the same branch. When they start to hunt in the early hours of the
night they move further apart, but keep in touch by calls, which make
them easy to locate. The voice of one sex, probably the female, is
deeper than that of the other.

II Voice.

The normal call is a very deep double hoot "oop-poop", almost as
deep as the call of the Ground Hornbill Bucorvus leadbeateri (Vigors).
It can be confused with the call of that species, particularly as both
these birds are likely to roost in, and call from, riverine Acacia
forest at dusk and dawn. However, the voice of this owl is varied and
the following other calls have been noted.

(i) In what appears to be a mutual nuptial display the pair sit close
together, but not necessarily facing each other, and emit a series of
short sharp hoots in turn, while at the same time jerking the body up
and down, and slightly flicking the folded wings. One bird, probably
the male, calls "uh-uhu-uh-uh", to be answered in a slightly deeper
tone by its partner "uh-uh". This duet may continue for some time. A
pair I watched near Kianyagga in Embu district on 26.3.47 kept it up
for at least fifteen minutes and only stopped when they became aware
of my presence. This behaviour would appear similar to "duetting"
observed in the European Eagle Owl Bubo bubo Linnaeus (Witherby et.al.
1943); it is perhaps the origin of the Kikuyu name for this species
"GitunduQuQu '!

(ii) A long-drawn-out, rasping "Shrooooo-ooo-eh" uttered, apparently
by the male only, in distraction display near the nest.

(iii) A soft low "whok" or "whook" uttered in agitation or alarm by the
female near the nest.

(iv) A high pitched, long-drawn-out, squeal or mew "Psheeeeee-eee-eew"
uttered by the young bird and the female at a nest in Embu district,
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1952. The young bird emitted this call when soliciting the parent for
food, and during the whole of one afternoon it carried on a duet with
its female parent who was in a tree on the other side of a valley half
a mile away. The two called and answered each other at intervals of
about 10-15 seconds, and while calling the young laid its head back
and called with the bill almost closed. Although not loud this call
carries far, for the voice of the young bird in the nest twenty feet
from me seemed hardly any louder than that of the adult female half a
mile away.

In addition to these calls the adults and the young snap their
bills sharply, as do many owls, when alarmed or in danger.

III Breeding Behaviour.

(1) Nest records.
This owl breeds in abandoned or commandeered nests of other birds.

Grossman and Hamlet (1965) state that it occasionally builds its own,
but this is probably an uncritical acceptance of dubious records. The
owl breeds in stick structures, but does not make them itself. From
Embu district I have the following records:

(i) In the unused nest of a Wahlberg's Eagle (Aquila wahlberqi
Sundevall), in Combretum woodland at about 4,000 ft A.S.L. The nest
was in a tall Ficus capensis Thunb., a tree favoured by this eagle,
perhaps because of the smooth powdery upper branches which make it
very difficult to climb. It contained a well-grown young bird on
5.7.52, which would indicate egg-laying in late April or early May.
The sequence of events at this nest was remarkable. In October 1951
it had contained an egg of Aquila wahlberqi, which was addled and
deserted by December. In February and March 1952 a pair of Long
crested Eagles Lophaetus occipitalis (Daudin) occupied the nest and
apparently incubated the Wahlberg's Eagle's egg for 44 days before
again deserting it. This egg, now in the National Museum, was identi
fied as probably a Wahlberg's Eagle's egg and therefore not an egg of
Lophaetus by Sir Charles Belcher (who was asked his opinion of the egg
without being told the full story). After the Lophaetus deserted the
owls took over, and I used the hide I had put up for watching the
Lophaetus to watch the owls later. The young owl was successfully
reared.

This nest was also said to have been used by a pair of large owls
in September 1950, but I could not confirm this. The vernacular name
"Gitunduququ" is also applied to the Spotted Eagle Owl Bubo africanus
(Temminck), a smaller species that normally nests in rocks on the
ground, but sometimes in a tree. Although Verreaux's Eagle Owl may
have been the occupant in 1950 also it seems more likely that it was
Bubo africanus, which normally breeds in September in Embu district.
The normal breeding time of Bubo lacteus avoids conflict with the
normal breeding time of Aquila wahlberqi, but in any case the eagles
were probably using an alternative nest in 1950 and would not have
competed with the eagle owls for nest space.

(ii) In the abandoned nest of a Bateleur Terathopius ecaudatus
(Daudin) in a tall Acacia xanthphloea Benth. near the Thiba River at
about 3,600 ft. on 6.3.52. The nest was known to have belonged to
Bateleurs, and the sitting owl was very conspicuous on the rather small
structure.
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(iii) In the abandoned nest of a White-backed Vulture GyPS (Pseu
dOQYPs) africanus (Salvadori), also in a tall Acacia xanthophloea near
the Thiba River at about 3,600 ft. A.S.L. in March 1953. This was not
the same pair that occupied the Bateleur's nest, but was about five
miles downstream of that pair.

These three records indicate that in Embu district eggs of this
owl are likely to be laid in March or April, and the extraordinary pre
nuptial display described under calls is to be seen in March just
before egg-laying. Other records are:

(iv) A pair took over the partly built nest of a Hammerkop
Scopus umbretta (Gmelin) on the Perkerra irrigation scheme in Baringo
district about 15.5.62. Hammerkops begin the construction of their
nest by making an ordinary bowl or saucer-shaped base of sticks, which
is later roofed over. The Verreaux's Eagle Owls are too big to enter
the small entrance hole of the completed nest, so they take over the
bowl-shaped base. The completed structure is sometimes usurped or
occupied by the Barn Owl Tyto alba (Scopoli). In this particular case
the eagle owl brooded in the nest before it actually laid eggs, and
the Hammerkop was unable to dislodge it despite repeated attacks. Two
eggs had been laid by 30.5. and the Hammerkops were obliged to start
yet another new nest.

(v) In the abandoned nest of a Hooded Vulture Necrosyrtes
monachus (Temminck) in a garden at Karen. The nest was in the dead
and leafless remains of a parasitic fig, Ficus thonninQii Blume, and
was entirely open and unshaded, about thirty feet from the ground in
the central main crotch. It contained a well-grown young bird on
24.8.63, probably hatched from an egg laid about mid-June. This was
the nest at which most of the other observations in this paper were
made.

These two other records indicate that in some other parts of Kenya
Bubo lacteus breeds later in the year than it does in Embu district.

(2) Development and behaviour of the younQ in the nest.
Young birds of this species are clad in pale grey down which be

comes hidden by a growth of finely barred grey and white feathers,
quite unlike the adult plumage. A young bird about six weeks out of
the egg was barred grey and white allover except for the thighs, which
were plain white, and a black streak on either side of the face. Eyes
almost black, surrounded by long black bristles, bill pale blue-grey,
feet yellowish white. The upper eyelids were orange-pink, as in the
adult, but paler.

I have notes on the behaviour of well grown young only. The young
bird in the Embu nest (i) was observed for 3 hours on the afternoon of
6.7.52 and for 4 hours after dark on 5.7.52. During the day it stood
or crouched in the nest, generally rather inactive, but standing up
when it appeared it was unobserved; it carried on the duet already
described under Voice with its female parent on the other side of the
valley. After dark, however, it became very much more active, walking
about the nest, and indulging in several bouts of wing flapping. At
night, in fact, it behaved very much in the manner of a young diurnal
raptor by day towards the end of the fledging period. When the parent
settled in the tree above my hide the young one became very excited,
crouching in the nest, swaying its head from side to side, and emitting
high pitched calls. This was evidently its normal behaviour when
soliciting food.
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The young bird in the nest at Karen was watched at intervals from
24.8. - mid September 1963. No long periods of observation at night
were possible but I sometimes stayed for a time after dark without
seeing anything very significant. On 28.8.63 the young bird fell out
of the nest, probably because it was continually mobbed by other birds
including Augur Buzzards Buteo rufofuscus (Forster), Pied Crows
Corvus albus Muller and even a Cuckoo Falcon Aviceda cuculoides
Swainson. It had recently reached a stage of development when the
parents left it alone by day and was consequently vulnerable to attack
in the completely open nest. It was replaced and protected by an
arrangement of wooded bars which effectively prevented other large
birds from swooping too low over its head. It was successfully reared
and left the nest in late September. I erected a hide in another tree
by degrees but by the time it was complete the young bird had flown.
In the short periods observed after dark it did not move about much,
probably because the parents were in the vicinity, and the female,
which could see me, continually emitted the soft "whok" alarm call.

This Karen owlet must have been 50-60 days old when it left the
nest in late September. After leaving the nest it perched with its
parents in large shady trees ~arby, and was fed there; however I was
not able to do much observation at this time. Although Bubo lacteus
usually lays two eggs it seems from my records that only one young
bird is normally reared.

(3) Behaviour of the Parents
Little detail is available of the behaviour of the parents except

under the rather unnatural circumstances of disturbance near the nest.
At the Embu nest (i) the young was very well grown and the parents
were not sitting near it in the tree by day, but in an Acacia on the
other side of the valley about half a mile away. When I climbed the
tree by day or by night to examine the young the parent - I thought
the female - would fly across the valley and perch in the upper branch
es of the fig tree containing the nest, snapping its bill, and
displaying anxiety or annoyance with ear-tufts raised. At night she
settled on a branch a few feet above my head and watched me enter the
hide at close range, so that the usual deception practised on these
occasions of sending one's companion away did not deceive her. She
later left, but returned when my relief came to help me out of the
hide and clearly would not bring prey to the nest while we were in the
neighbourhood. As the tree was about sixty feet high, growing on a
rocky escarpment, and difficult to climb, and as my right arm was in a
plaster cast I was most thankful that she was not aggressive in the
dark, as some owls are.

At the Karen nest the parents were usually to be found by day in
two large shady Croton meqalocarpus Hutch. trees about thirty yards
from it. When I arrived they became excited and would usually fly
across the garden to a grove of Eucalyptus trees a hundred yards away,
whence they would watch me till I left, constantly mobbed by crows as
they perched in the open on bare branches. They did not seem to be
discommoded by strong daylight at all. If I stayed till dusk and
later, hiding in a clump of low trees, they would return to the Crotons,
but they could clearly see me, or knew I was there, and would not go
to the nest while I watched.

The male of this pair performed a remarkable distraction display.
From his perch on the Eucalyptus he would glide down, low over the
ground, with drooping wings as if injured, and alight on a low branch
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where he hung with flapping wings, sometimes upside-down. As he glided
down he emitted the long-drawn rasping screech already mentioned. The
performance was a good example of an injury-feigning display, and
effectively attracted the attention of a dog. When the male was again
approached on his low perch as he hung there apparently helpless he
would right himself and flyaway normally. Injury-feigning displays
of this type are performed by several other owls e.g. the Long-eared
Owl Asio otus Linnaeus and the Short-eared Owl Asio flammeus
(Pontoppidan) (Witherby et.al. 1943). It seemed to be only the male
that performed in this way; the female remained closer to the nest,
emitting the soft "whok" calls.

Most eagle owls have striking brilliant orange or yellow, even
red eyes. In Verreaux's Eagle Owl the eyes themselves are almost black,
and the painting by Thorburn in Archer and Godman, the Birds of British
Somaliland and the Gulf of Aden, is erroneous. In Bubo lacteus how
ever, the upper eyelids are orange-pink, and are very conspicuous when
the eyes are closed or partly closed. These upper eyelids seemed to
be very obvious when the male did this distraction display, so that
possibly they have some display significance, perhaps replacing the
brilliant orbs of other eagle owls.

IV Food.

Bubo lacteus is a bird of very varied diet that will eat anything
from quite large mammals to small insects. On a few occasions I
have watched this owl catching insects in the light of a strong lamp
or headlight. One of these occasions was at Treetops near Nyeri on
the night of 24.2.61, when soon after dark a Verreaux's Eagle Owl
began catching insects at the edge of the floodlit area among the
hooves of a large herd of buffalo. It continued for several hours in
this way but by 11 p.m. had evidently caught enough, for it went away
and was heard calling at intervals. Once, when a rhinoceros approached
the bird closely, it fluffed itself up and erected its feathers in
threat display, and throughout it appeared quite unafraid of the great
beasts milling around the floodlit area.

A collection of pellets, feathers, skins etc. was made beneath
the roosting trees at the Karen nest, largely by Master Ewan Muir,
aged three. Having seen me pick up a few skins he followed suit, and
most of the results below are due to his interest. These pellets have
been analysed by Mr. A. Duff-Mackay of the National Museum, Nairobi,
whose assistance is gratefully acknowledged. The following is a list
of the food items from pellets or otherwise.
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No. Notes

MAMMALIA

RODENTIA

Tachvorvctes sp. 6

Otomvs sP. 5
Rattus rattus 1
Mastomvs couchei 1
Arvicanthis abvssinicus 1

Cricetomvs qambianus 1

Unidentified rat-sized rodents. 3+
Unidentified mouse-sized

rodents 1+

Total rodents 19

The figures for rodents are
minimum numbers derived from
skulls except for the Cricetomvs
which was identified from a
skeletal bone. Probably more
rodents are in fact taken.

INSECTIVORA

Atherix 4 skulls + at least 11 skins, indica
ting at least 11 killed. Many
other skins were not picked up and
this is one of the favourite prey
animals.

CHIROPTERA

Rousettus 1
Unidentified 1

PRIMATES

Galaqo crassicaudatus 1

Total mammals 33+

BIRDS

? Ploceus sp.

? Pvcnonotus sp.
? Parus sp.
Tvto alba

Bubo africanus
? Corvus albus

Zosterops
? Nectarinia

1
1
1
1
1
1
3

Total Birds 9

These were all that was identified
out of a large number of bird
bones. At least 9 birds were
included in the collection, and
probably more. Small birds are
presumably taken on the roost, but
the Tvto alba was apparently adult
and evidently other owls are not
immune from predation by their
powerful cousin. The Pied Crow was
apparently a nestling. Probably
many more birds are taken than
this list represents as many bones
were not identified.

REPTILIA

1 snake, possibly Baeodon fuliqinosus
AMPHIBIA

Unidentified 16

Total 59
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To sum up 59 prey items include 33 mammals, 9 birds, 1 reptile, and
16 Amphibia (frogs). Remains of insects were also found in castings.
This list would indicate that more than half the prey is mammalian
(56%), about 27% Amphibia, and the rest birds and occasional reptiles.
These figures refer to numbers, and by weight mammals, including all
the largest kills, would predominate to a greater extent. Birds are
probably more important than would appear, and surprisingly small birds
are taken. Among mammals the hedgehog, which is well protected by its
spines from some other predators and is scarcely ever taken by diurnal
birds of prey because of its nocturnal habits, is a favourite prey.
Hedgehogs are skinned before being eaten, and the skins are discarded
beneath the roost perches. Probably many more hedgehogs were taken by
this Karen pair than appear in the above list.

From this list the Verreaux's Eagle Owl would seem to be beneficial
or neutral in its activities towards human beings, but it would probably
take poultry if it could get them, and was accused of doing so - without
real evidence - by the neighbours of the owners of the plot on which
the nest was situated.

Summary.

(1) Scattered observations on Verreaux's Eagle Owl Bubo lacteus made
between 1947 and 1963 are brought together.

(II) Four calls, in addition to the double hoot, are described with
their associated behaviour.

(III) Five nest records, some notes on the behaviour of young, and of
the adults, including a striking distraction display, are given.

(IV) A list of 59 food items contains 33 mammals, 16 frogs, 9 birds,
and one snake at least, besides unidentified bones and insect remains.
The owl is probably neutral or beneficial to human beings.
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